wednesday, 30 june, 2021

2021 European Conference sponsored by Kaon Interactive

Recording of Virtual Conference Platform Orientation Available Beginning at 08:00 GMT+1 - Lobby

A short recorded conference venue orientation will be available near the Info Desk in the lobby to help you familiarize yourself prior to
the start of the live conference.

13:00 - 14:00 GMT+1 Welcome & Tour of HPE’s Virtual Briefing Center - Center Gallery
Natalie Smith, Briefing Program Manager, London and Rebecca Wright,
Director of HPE’s Digital Life Garage; both of HPE
Like all programs in 2020, Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s team moved
mountains to shift their briefings from a World Class award-winning
in-person program to a virtual briefing program that operated at the same
level of excellence. As it became clear that HPE’s virtual program would
be an offering the team would continue to have as part of their portfolio
post-COVID, the team got to work creating HPE’s 8th briefing center - a
virtual center that can host external customers around the globe and even
offer some advantages over in-person briefings. In this tour, we’ll hear
about HPE’s strategic vision and lessons learned along the way.

14:00 Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop
14:10 - 15:00 GMT+1 Choose from Two Breakout Sessions - Breakouts Room
Rethinking the Basics as We Reopen Centers

Paola Grasso, Manager, Customer Innovation Centre Modena, Tetra Pak
ABPM members have not wanted sessions about catering, room set, or any other “logistics” topic since … about the mid-1990s. These
are table stakes. The focus has been on program strategy for years. But, COVID has changed all of that. In a post-COVID world where
we’ll once again host customers in-person, “catering”, “check-in”, “room set”, and “gifts” are examples of topics that must be re-imagined and carefully executed with the health and safety of participants uppermost in mind. The Tetra Pak team reopened their centers
briefly last year, and customers appreciated the efforts the team made to make them feel safe. Then, they had to shut down again.
Now, the team is carefully preparing for the re-opening of their centers. Considerations and plans have evolved over time as the world
learned more about the virus. In this session, we’ll hear about some of the ways their operations will be different when their centers reopen and have an open discussion about what other member programs are planning.

Effective Demos in a Virtual World

Jen Anthony, Customer Engagement Manager, Elekta and Sid van Wijk, Program Lead, NetApp Cloud Breweries
As we all converted to virtual briefings in 2020, many will agree the biggest challenge was providing demos that were meaningful for the
customer, and effective for briefing and sales teams. In this session, you’ll hear how two programs - one focused on software solutions
and the other on physical solutions - approach demos in a virtual briefing setting. Join us for a collaborative discussion around strategies for success as we explore creative solutions for virtual briefing demos that can be leveraged in your Briefing Center.

15:00 Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop
15:10 - 16:00 GMT+1 Choose from Two Breakout Sessions - Breakouts Room
Capturing Customer Insights during Virtual Briefings

Gurpreet Khela, Executive Briefing Program Manager, Autodesk and Stefan Slavov, EBC Briefing Consultant, Automation & Data Wizard, NetApp
Briefings – whether virtual or in person – are uniquely positioned to be the company’s “listening post”. In this time of rapid change,
listening closely to customer insights and challenges during your virtual briefings, then efficiently feeding that information to key executives and the appropriate business units, is invaluable in terms of meeting your customers’ needs and informing a corporate business
strategy that better meets those needs. Are you listening as effectively as you can? Do you have a process in place throughout your
virtual briefings to capture customer insights? Are you reporting that intelligence back to the appropriate organizations — intelligence
that may be crucial in this quickly changing environment? We’ll discuss the particular challenges and solutions around capturing the
Voice of the Customer in virtual briefings.

....Breakout Sessions Continued on Page 2
Session Recordings & Slides available to conference attendees

All sessions except the Cocktail Hour will be recorded and available for viewing by conference attendees with valid login credentials beginning Friday, July 2nd through Friday, July 30th. Session recordings will not be shared outside of the virtual conference
platform. Slides provided by session leaders will be available in the conference platform during the same dates.
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15:10 - 16:00 GMT+1 Breakout Sessions Continued

Sales Engagement Strategies - Internal Outreach & Education for the new Briefing Environments

Emre Özbek, Global Strategy & Operations Leader, Cisco Experience Centers and Jo Foster, Customer Briefing Manager, EMEA,
ServiceNow
Whether in person or virtual, your briefing program is the most effective Sales and Marketing tool for your company. How can you be
certain that the program is being leveraged and utilized to the best advantage – particularly as things are changing so quickly? Defining
and executing on a sales engagement and account coverage strategy that’s focused on the most significant business opportunities is a
characteristic of World Class briefing programs, but it’s easier said than done. And doing so virtually...and eventually returning to in-person and hybrid....has added a whole new layer of complications! What will motivate your sales organization? What tools, reports, and
collateral can help you communicate effectively with them? What processes are in place to work with sales to strategize the appropriate
level of internal and external executives, discussion leaders, and peer-to-peer participants? We’ll discuss the above as well as any additional sale engagement challenges session participants are facing!

16:00 Break - Common Grounds Coffee Shop
16:10 - 17:00 GMT+1 Choose from Two Breakout Sessions - Breakouts Room
Facilitating Hybrid Briefings: Orchestrating the New Customer Experience

Candie Hurley, Consultant/Trainer, Benett Communications
In a virtual environment, facilitation of your customer briefings is key to driving customization and engagement. As we look forward
to hybrid briefings, how will facilitation change? Will we need two facilitators for each briefing? In this breakout session we’ll discuss
the possibilities and challenges of hybrid facilitation, and explore the strategies and tactics used by ABPM member companies. Session participants will gain perspective on what to consider when planning to facilitate hybrid briefings, e.g. impact on staffing, training
challenges, additional steps in the planning process, how it will impact the customer experience. Also, come ready to contribute to the
conversation with your own thinking about how to approach hybrid briefing facilitation in your program.

Methods for Continuing to Elevate Virtual Briefings

Laurent Picot, EMEA Salesforce Innovation Centers Director, & Dr. Stefan Fricke, Director Central Europe Salesforce Innovation Center
How are ABPM members raising the bar on virtual briefings? Offering training to discussion leaders to raise their energy in virtual
rooms? Implementing now-essential facilitation models where none existed before? Offering virtual demos? Adding produced elements
and virtual reality? Building virtual platforms that mimic a briefing center environment? Laurent and Stefan will share the Salesforce
approach to highly effective virtual briefings and then lead a collaborative discussion where session participants will be encouraged to
share their successes and lessons learned.

17:00 - 18:00 GMT+1 Cocktail Hour – Networking in the Common Grounds Café

End the conference day by grabbing your drink of choice and join us in the Common Grounds Café. Click on the table topic that interests
you most to talk with fellow ABPMers in an informal Zoom gallery conversation. Coffee shop conversations will not be recorded.

SUPPLIER CELEBRATION HALL

Wednesday, June 30th through Friday, July 30th visit digital booths with interactive informational elements in the Supplier Celebration
Hall. ABPM Supplier Members are thoroughly vetted in order to qualify for ABPM supplier membership and are, therefore, a resource of
expert vendors in the briefing world.

Conference Fee

LOGISTICAL DETAILS

The price for Spring Conference registration has been reduced in the virtual environment to $495 for members and $645 for non-members (briefing professionals or Supplier Members only - vendors must be recommended Supplier Members to attend ABPM events).
These prices are Early Bird rates and will increase to $695 and $845 respectively after Friday, May 28th. ABPM accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Check, Wire Transfer, or you can create an invoice to submit to your AP department. If you have a credit from
the 2020 Spring Conference, please email info@abpm.com before registering for instructions regarding how to apply your credit to
registration. Invoices must be paid prior to Friday, June 25, 2021.

Multiple Registrant Discount

To receive the discount code for 10% off each registration fee when four (4) or more people from the same company will attend, please
email info@abpm.com.

Dress

Come casual and plan to turn your webcams on for lots of interactive sessions! We recommend layered clothing as meeting rooms may
vary in temperature ;-).

Payment & Cancellation Policy

To receive the Early Bird Rate, registration fee must be paid by Friday May 28, 2021. All other registration fees must be paid prior to
Friday, June 25, 2021. You are registered at the time you receive a conference confirmation email from ABPM. We regret that we are
unable to issue refunds/credits or void outstanding invoices for cancellations received after Wednesday, June 9, 2021. However, substitutions may be made at any time. Cancellation and substitution notices must be received via email to info@abpm.com.
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Questions? Call +1 214-389-0990 or email info@abpm.com. Registration is available online at www.abpm.com
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